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PROPOSAL FOR A GEHERAL APPROACH TO THE PROBlEM OF PEACE 

Introduction 

The ~~r.pose of the Paper: 

The Atomic Stalemate between the Soviet Union end America towards which we ere 

rapidly moving, poses e problem to the world for which there is no precedent 1.n 

history. At stake now js the survival of Man. How will the governments of tL~ 

greet powers respond to the Atomic Stalemate that will confront them within the 

next few years? At this point) history does not prov:f.de us with e precedent upon 

which a reasoned prediction could be based and eny optimistic prediction must there-
I 

fore be based on faith rather than on argument and proof. 

The acute power conflict between the Soviet Union end America might perhaps be 

resolved without going beyond the devices that have been used in the past in the 

field of foreign policy. But today this is no longer enough. 

In the past the leeitimate aim of foreign policy has been to prolong the peace. 

Good foreign policy was one which resolved the most acute conflicts and left the re-

maining problems untouched in the hope that they would disappear in time. Time does 

in fact solve many problems, but unfortunately it creates as many problems as it 

solves. 

A good foreign policy meant in the peat a policy which prolonged the peace, i.e., 

it lengthened the interval between two subsequent wars. And thus far, that is all 

that any foreign policy ever has done. Clearly today it is not enough to _£ostpcne 

the war; today we must somehow create a world community perennially at peace. 

If it were possible for the governments to reach a meeting of the minds, on just 

what kind of a world they would like to see in existence, say, 50 years from now, 

they could then begin to discuss the necessary steps which must be taken in order to 

evolve such a ~C)rld. But until we have a clear image of an ordered, as well 

as desirable,world that may remain perennially at peace, there is no clear goal to-

warda which governmental negotiations can be directed. 

It will take resourcefulness end imagination to develop such e goal in sufficient 

detail to make it meaningful. New political devices will be needed to guide the world 

towards such e goal in CDmparative .aa.f&ty, Political._and social inventions are needed 

at this juncture. 
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A world community cgnnot be evolved by statesmen negotiating piecemeal, in 

the absence of any clear long range goal, just as engineers could not build a machine 

piecemeal ~ithout first having a clear conception of ita function and general con

struction. In the political fi eld it is not even·. possible to ask the right questions 

unless one already knows the right enswers. 

Today nobody is in possession of the right answers. One thing is clear -- the 

problem is indivisible. There might be several satisfactory approaches to it, but 

each approach must deal with the problem as a whole. 

Groping my way, I a:: tall attempt to convey in this paper the outlines of one 

possible approach to the general problem. It would be difficult to describe such 

an approach in abstract terms, and therefore I shall describe it in terms of speci-

fie measures. Upon further consideration many of these measures are likely ~ o 

turn out to be inval:d and yet the questions which they raise will retain their 

validity provided only that the general approach I have adopted has in fact validity. 

By suggest.ing specific measures, I em really raising questions in the form of esser-

tiona. 

Clearly no one man working alone is likely to come up with an adequate analysis 

of all the problems involved, nor are the political and social inventions which ere 

needed likely to come from any one man. All I myself can do here is to indicate 

the scope of the proble~, substantiate the need for new devices in general and give 

some examples of the kina of social or political inventions which may be considered. 

Real progress in this field could, however, come very fest if it were possible 

to gather -- from among the several nations involved -- men who would work as a 

group and, being free from governmental responsibilities, could experiment with 

idees and explore the feasibility of various solutions without in any way committing 
just 

their governments. There is room for more than/one group to try their hands et the 

task. 

The inadequacies of this paper should demonstrate the need for some such group 

efforts end if they do, the paper w~ll have fulfilled ita purpose. In the end our 

thinking might be best crystallized through public discussion, provided only that 
the 

intellectual leadership will raise the public discussion to / level of political 

thinking required by the nature of the issue. 
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~e as a guide to etatee..,n in future negotiations, but they wculd also hay 

assess the political difficulties which must be t n into 

account. 

There is ro for more than one group to try their hands a task. But 

any one group will ~ to work successfully agreed at the 

outset on some one set of bneic premises. 

- """ The purpose of this memor~~ is to deacr e one general approach to the 

problem and thus to fun1ish ~ set~ bas premises which~ such group might 

adopt as the basis of their delibere ons. The details given in this memorandum 

serve only one purpose, i.e., t age approach. These details 

represent merely tentativ~oughts thrown out ea 

tails taken together ~' I hope, get acrose a general 

Yet all the de-

the problem 

to describe in abstract terms. 

hnique edo.o-ted in this memorandum is to raise questions i 

Upon further consideration, the assertions might turn out ~ 

which they raise would retain their validity. """ 

"The Good News of Damnation": 

Right after the second World War ended, it looked like another world war was 

in the making. The Russian-American power conflict seemed to be affected by the 

very same factors which shaped the events in the conflict between Sparta end 

Athena. That ancient conflict erose because the rising power of Athena threatened 

Sparta and the rising power of Sparta threatened Athena, end it led to the Pelo-

ponesien Her, which destroyed Greece. 

After the second World War, the rising power of the Soviet Union threatened 

America and the rising power of America threatened the Soviet Union. And again 

there was the same polarization of the world with more end more nations felling 

into the orbit of either America or the Soviet Union. Up to a short time ego, we 

were moving in this classical pattern toward another world war. Ironically in 

this war America might have helped Germany to conquer Russia end Japan to conquer 

China, even though she fought the second World War in order to prevent these very 

conquests. 

The atomic bombs which have become available to America end Russia in la~ge 

quantities hE..ve bx·cken this classical pattern in which power conflicts have moved 

in the past toward their resolution by war, end as tlle .Atonttc Sttalemettl at~.cc!Ohee 

the very concepts which led to the formation of alliances begin to lose their 

validity. 
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The Atomic Stale·11Bte is not yet en accomplished fact. Yet I propose to dis-

cuss here exclusively those political concepts which are adequate to meet its 

challenge. Governments concerned with matters of practical policies 'nll, of 

course, have to operate in the interim a~d handle the situation as best they can. 

But there is no time left for shaping through public discussion a national policy 

for the interim period. :Sy the time the right policies might find public 

acceptance, the Atomic Stalemate will be an accomplished fact arid taie paper will 

therefore ignore the problems of this interim period. 

~_!.to!llic St~1emate Between P.1!1€rica and the Soviet Union: 

Just what do we mean by the expression "Atomic Stalemate," and what is its 

significance? 

The Atomic Sta~emate will have arrived when the Soviet Union will have enough 

hydrogen bombs to devastate ~rica to the point where organized government would 

cease to exist and America could do the same to the Soviet Union. America will be 

able to rely on intercontinental bombers which can refuel in air, as will the 

Soviet Union, and neither country will any longer need outlying air bases such as, 

for insta~ce, the air bases in the Middle East with America maintains at present. 

Both America and the Soviet Union will be in the position to protect their Stra-

tegic Air Forces against attack. They will have a large number of air strips prop-

erly dispersed throughout their own country and no sudden massive attack by one 

could appreciably diminish the power of the other to retaliate. There wonV, thus 

i 
be no substantial h~(~entive for either party fpr striking the first blow. This 

will remain true later on also if intercontinental ballastic missiles take the 

place of the jet bombers. 

The assumption that there is no strong incentive for striking the first blow, 

is quite essential for our discussion of the Atomic Stalemate. Only if the facts 

justify this assumption can the Atomic Stalemate have a sufficient degree of ate-

bility. 

Neither America nor the Soviet Union have so far gone far enough in protect-

ing the power of retaliation of their Strategic Air Forces against a massive attack, 

but it stands to reason to assume that they will remedy thiS dete·o~ !Jef'ore l.ong. 

I am not implying here that if the Strategic Air Force of either Russia or 

America could in one single blow largely destroy the power to retaliate, such an 

attack would be ordered by either government as a result of a conscious policy 

decision. 

But in such an unatable situation an all-out atomic war could be triggered 

by a false intelligence report, assert~ tr.et the enem1'a Strategic Air Force has 

taken 0ff. 
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It also could be triggered malic~. ously by some third power which sends a 

fleet of planes across the North Pole and penetrates through the northern radar 

screens of e 1 ther Russia or the United States. If America' a po;·rer to retaliate 

can be destroyed in one single attack, and if unidentified planes cross the 

northern radar screen, would the strategic Air Force wait until fighter planes 

can take a close look at the invading planes and are able to identify the nation-

ality of the invadere? 

The Never- Never I..end of the "Stalemate": 

The Atomic Stalemate is coming about eo feat, and is eo unprecedented, that 

few people have been able to adjust their thinking to it. As will be seen 1 once 

the Atooic St13.lemate has been reached, both America and the Scviet Union w~ 1J. be 

~or'q,~erable, ~d _!?:_::_n the~ on the;r rdll remain unconquerable forever. 

Yet, even today thoughtful men continue to talk in terms of "Russia 'a war 

potential" and the "great strength wM.ch might accrue to Russia if the industrial 

develo-pment of China :!a permitted to continue undisturbed," and in vague terms of 

II t II a rength in general. True enough in the past one had always to keep in mind 

that the ultimate resolution of a political co~£lict might occur through war and 

that the "strencth" of a nation m:!.ght determine who will be vanq'..lished 1n that war. 

But today this kind of thiiL~ing is about to lose its validity forever. 

Only comparatively few people have in this sense grasped the significance of 

the hydrogen bomb, ar4~ even those of us who have grasped it will talk intelli-

gently one day and another dey we will lapse into our old habits of thought. What 

can we do to bring home to ourselves the need to operate with concepts that are 

meaningful in the new setting of the Atomic Stalemate? I shell now try to take 
of the Stalemate 

the reader into the "never-never land"/and perform some mental gymnastics for 

the purpose of forcing him -- end Iey"self as well -- to try to understand the real 

meaning of the Ste ~emnte. 

Right now we cannot even try to guess in what manner the Governments of the 

great powers will actually conduct themselves in the Atomic Stalemate. But we can 

analyze the various ~lea of rational conduct consistent with their enlightened 

national self-interest, which the Soviet Union and America might each adopt, 

agd ve aan otate what the consequences will be in case of each rule. Our analysis 

us~umes that these two nations will abide by the rule of rational conduct which 

they may lay down for themselves. This, of course, might be en unwarranted as-

sum.ption and th'.lB the whole diecuss.ion here presented :!.s moving on the borderline 

of fact end fiction. 
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Since we ere dealing with a crazy situation, ell the rules of conduct examined 

will be crazy rules, even though some of them might not be quite as crazy as the 

conduct of the governments involved might actual~ turn out to be1 if the onset of 

the Atomic s·calemate is not preceded by a political settlement. 

We intend to talk on~ about conduct guided by ratio.aal considerations, but 

here we must watch our step because conduct counselled by passions may ees1~ 

masquerade as rational. Take the following instance for example: 

Many people believe that America's ability to annihilate Russia in retelie-

tion to a massive Russian attack against American cities will safeguard America 

against such en attack in ell circumstances. This belief is based on the essum-

ption that both Russia and America will act rational~, in line with their en-

lightened self-interest. I consider a sudden unprovoked Russian attack against 

the cities of America as en unlikely occurrence, but let me now assume, !£!: the 

~~kP. of arggment,that such an attack has occurred; that in one sudden single blow 

all of America's cities and ell her essential production facilities have been 

knoch:ed out end that such an attack would in no wo.y affect America's abili t~' to 

ret:;;lidte and to a:ru.1.H"i late Russia. Now, it ~ be perfectly ratione+ for 

America j._?_:.i:~: ~.:~~ Ruf:.sia with a massive counter-attack and thereby to n<: ter 

Russia f~m attacking. But assuming now that such an attack has in fact occurred, 

ia it then really rational conduct on the part of America to annihilate Russia? 

Wot..ld. it not be _p10-re :rnt.iC>E9_~ for America to speak to Russia as follows: "Our 

power to :':'et Glia~.e le i.lllC..ii!'c:l..r:irihed and we could completely destroy your cou.i'ltry 

now. But it J.::: ~ · ~t to our :inte rest to do eo, end we are willing to refrain from 

clcii.Lg so on c.~md.:.tion that you will from here on give us half of the produce of 

your indttstries for t~1e rebuilding of our cities and of our production facilities." 

Tl1is, of cour3e, is ,!lOt w·hat .America would be likely to do, but this is whet 

I aru. s\ij~ea ~:1..JJ.g ~Dis here for one pur:po~e only -- to caution the reDcler, a"'ld 

~self, about various o·f.her ccurses of action which are advoceted ar.d v·h~ch IJ.99-

qve:-:-u:ie as rational, when in reulity they are something quite diffe:;.~ent. 

R1.~.Le of 8 or .. dn c :~ i n N'" rc .c-Never J_, ·md: -- - ··· - ------··-------- --- - --
let uo nu;..· cltsGJ.GS several rules of conduct which America mey adopt c.n.d which 

R'J.s<Jia may adopt tad see Wh13t the coneeque:1ces of each rule woulcl be, al~-rayr:. as-

st.uning th3t they bu·!:;h Gbic!e by the rules which they have laid down for tnelll8elves. 

If America adoFts the rule of hittir.g Russia with ell she has when one single 

bomb is d:':'opped on one American city, end if Russia adopts a similar rule for her-

eelr, we may have a very explosive situation. In this case, full-scale atomic 
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destruction of both coQntries could be triggered accidentally. And it could be 

triggered maliciously, if an unidentified attacker -- some third nation for in-

stance -- drops just one bomb on either an American or a Russian city. 

Suppose, however, America adopts the rule of dropping two bombs on Russia for 

every bomb that is dropped on her and suppose Russia adopts the sene rule. Such a 

rule may sound q_ui te sat:!.Gfying to "pat:dots" in both countries and 1 t would not 

leed to an atomic catastrophe q_uite as fast as the rule discussed above, but ~t 

would lead to an etoml ~ catastrophe all the same, if an atomic war gets st&l~ed 

eomeho•,r some"rhe!'e . 

We could, of cour 3e, now go one step further and assume that the rule is 

"drop one bomb for eacl1 bomb received and no more!" And once we go this far, we 

m9y as well assume that America and Russia would go t he whole hog and say each 

the follmri:-,g : "There is no need to use ·oombs for killir.g and mairu!ng people in 

warfare. He can prevcr.t the penetration by troops, of any area which we have 

determlnefl to pr ntect without engaging in a real war in which people are killed. 

We ~ill list ~~ t~e areas in our orbit and attach a price tag to each one of 

them. If Area ~)is penetrated, we will ~e~~ish five medium-sized cities of the 

enemy. We shall give these cities a week's warning to enable them to evacuate all 

people. We shall expect that the enemy will retaliate by dropping five bombs on 

five medium-sized cities of our own, and we shall evacuate the populati'Jn f :mm 

our cities in anticipo:lon of such a blow. For these bombs we are not go:!.r~ to 

retaliate, but, if eny more bombs are dropped on us, we shell drop one bomb for 

each bon:.b received and no more." 

If both sides adopt this rule of conduct, what will be the consP.quenceo? 

If the price tags attached to the various areas set a price sufficient1y hi gh, 

then penetl·ation of these areas would cost so much to the would-be conqueror that 

he would rather desist. Losing five medium-sized cities, for instance, would be 

hardly worth the conq_u.est of Iran to the Soviet Union, even though the United 

States would also lose five medium-sized cities in the process. And, if five 

medi~-sized cities are not considered high enough a price, the price could be set 

at seven or ten. Sim;_l arly, the Soviet Union could se-t a price oo ~...JM pane

!' o:r· ~. l· .. ;r!:. -:h>Ce 

tration of Polanq/by Gc1~an troo~a ~ho might cross the Oder-Neisse line armed 

with American ruade weapons and with the acquiescence of the United States ant che 

price could be made dependent on the depth of penetration. 

As long ae we are dreaming, we may as we 11 embellish ow:' dream w1 th s cn...z 
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details. It America and the Soviet Union should both embrace the principle ot 

measured demolition -- the principle we ere discussing here -- it would be en-

t1rely rational for them to abstain from putting up any defense against such 
for instance, 

demolition. Thus in the case of penetration of Iran by Russian troops ,/t:Pe 

United States could name the five cities it will demolish, one by one, end these 

cities could be evacuated by the Soviet Union, one by one. Otherwise, the United 

States could on~ issue a general warning and the Soviet Union would have to 

evacuate all cities, not knowing which five would be demolished. 

enough the principle of measured demolition, here 

permit the But 

if there is no way 

to convince her ellies on endowing them with 

Strategic Air Force of their own --

case of war, while the cities of the 

remain intact. 

If the principle of measured demolition were adopted by both America end the 

Soviet Union and if they both believed that the other would live up to ita pro-

fessed intentions, then no territory protected by either would be invaded by 

troops armed by the other, end with the acquiescence of the other. 

But would both America and Russia believe that the other is in fact wi : :dng 

to pay the price? Will not one or the other take a risk end make a try, end if a 

try is made, would in fact the party effected go through with its professed in-

tent ions? 

I believe it is too ear~ to aey what, in the abstn~e of a political settle-

ment, the governments would or would not do in the Atomic Stalemate. A.~d 1f there 

is a political settlement, as we ell must hope there will be, then we shell never 

find out -- which perhaps is just as well. 

Even though in all of our discussions so fer we have on~ examined rational 

behavior and we have not attempted even to guess whet the actual behavior of the 

governments might be, yet I believe out of such discussions one may derive two 

points which have validity; 

1. If there is en Atomic Stalemate between Russia end the United States and 

if these two nations adopt a code of behavior which is adequate to this situation, 

neither of them coUld ever be conquered thereafter. 
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It is well to renember that the United States has engaged in two World Ware 

in this century. In both cases she wee largely motivated by the belief that if 

ohe permitted Germany to win and to dom:LTJ.ate the continent of Europe, Germany 

would become eo strong that in a subse1uent war with America, she could vanquish 

Jl.merica. Time and again greet powers have gone to war in order to prevent e shift 

in the balance of pov€r which \rould involve the risk of being vanquished in a 

later war. 

From here on, once an Atomic Stalemate becomes an accomplished fact, neither 

the Soviet Union nor America need to be guided by such consideration. Neither of 

them need to fear the emergence of any nation as a major industrial power, 

be it Germany, Japan or China. 

2. The Atomic Stalemate between the Soviet Union and the United States can 

have a certain degree of stability and need not lead to an all-out atomic wcr 

provided only that they adopt some adequste code of behavior with respect to 

strategic bombing and provided that there is a political settlement, so that there 

will be no local conflicts that lead to fighting in which America and the Soviet 

Union • Uns -up ~ oppe&-t't,(t . sides. 

This conclusion, if valid, may be very important for as will be seen later, 

we may have to live with such an Atomic Stalemate for some time to come. 

This does not mean, how·ever, that th'3 situation could remain stable when 

four, five, six or seven nations came into the possession of atomic bombs and 

means for their delivery. In such a situation the survival of ~~ •Al~~_jn 

jeopardy and unless further examination can convince us that such a situation 

could be somehoH etab,ized, it will have to be avoid.ed at all coat. 

Atomic Stalemate will be an accomplished fact, neither Ru 

an all-out attack on each Nor 

ere to do so,for the 

an effective threat. 

~ver present the danger of an arme 

United States 

in which the Soviet Un1o.n and the 

either America or the Sov1et Union 

resort to the use in aucb a c ct, they might be trapped into 

an ell-out atomic use of etomic 

well ' be l1Ill1ted to militery targets in· the tact But 

on the preaaure will mount for using 

in the strategic areas. 
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For America There Is No !-1.!.±! tary "Solu~:l.cn": 

Once the Atomic Ste~mate is an ecr.omplished fact, neither Russia nor America 

will ever intentionally make an ell-out attack against each other's cities, nor ere 

they likely to threaten to do so, for clearly the threat of murder and suicide is not 

a very effective threat. 

If there is no political sett::.e~nt, there is no satisfactory military policy 

tn al~i~ f~ the United States. 

The Strategic Air For ces 1 whether or not the nations plan to use them in case of 

war, ere in existence end exert an effect no matter what the professed policy regard

ing their use may be. In Europe the cities on the Continent ere faced with the im

plied threat that the Soviet Strategic Air Force ~ annihilate them in case of war 

and there is nothing America could say that would convince the people o~ the Conti

~nt of Europe that Amer: ca would be willing to risk the destruction of her own cities 

in defense of their ch.ies. It might therefore happen, eo the people in Europe will 

think, that the cities of Europe would be destroyed in case of war, while the cities 

of America and the Soviet Union may remain uru1armed. There is no way for America to 

change this situation -- short of endowing the nations in Europe with h~ogen bombs 

end a Strategic Air Force of their own. 

Jlmerica of course mey retain these allies in Europe as peacetime friends, but she 

cannct count on their participation in any major war against the Sov~et Union. Nor 

can ~rica count on the use of the air bases in Europe, North Africa or the Middle 

East. 

Once the Atomic Stalemate becomes an accompJ~shed fact and ita meaning clear to 

everybody 1 NATO may be regarded in retrospect as just one more 4-letter word that has 

been added to the languaBe. 

B·L!t NATO or no NATO, there need of course be no war in Europe. 

Yet in the absence of a political settlement there remains the ever present 

danger of a conflict breaking out in some more remote area. If either America or the 

Soviet Union resorts to the use of nuclear bombs in such a conflict, then they might 

be ea'3:i.ly tra-pped into an all-out atomic war against their wishes. Even though in the 

begir..ning of such a local war the use of atomic bombs may be limited to m111 tary tar

gets in the tactical areas, pretty soon there will be irresistible pressure for using 

bombs also against mili tery targets in the strategic areas. 
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The danger from radioactive fall-out resulting from bomb tests has been 

grossly exaggerated, but the situation will be very different when atomic bombs 

are used in warfare. vlhen testa ere made they are postponed again and again until 

weather conditions are favorable. The tests are made when the wind conditione 

guarantee that the rac ·.'.oactive products ·..rill be dispersed rather then remsin con-

centreted end be brought down by rain in a densely populated area. In actual war-

fare, en army that has to rely on atomic weapons cannot observe such precautions. 

Once the psychological revulsion which has gradually built up against the use 

of atomic energy for the purpose of killing end maiming human beings is brcken, no 

one may be ab:!.e to say with any degree of assurance "destruction eo far a.'1d no 

further." The only clear line of demarkation that could be held is the principle 

of keeping the civilian population unharmed. This would mean that there must be 

no bombing of cities by any means and no use of nuclear weapons of any kind. 

Even after the onset of the Atomic Stalemate, for a number of years, the 

United States may have superiority in tactical atomic weapons, and therefore there 

may be an incentive for the United States to use them in local conflicts. But a 

few years after the onset of the Atomic Stalemate, their~ 

might no longer favor the United States; two cen pl~ this s~. 

If the Un~ted States wanted to adopt right now the policy of refraining from 

the use of atomic bombs unless such bombs are used against her first, she would 

have to maintain a very large military establishment based on conventional weapons 

alone. If she did so, she could resist in many of the areas of the world where 

local conflicts threaten, sufficiently vigorously and for a fairly long time, and 

make it very expensive for a would-be conqueror to conquer. From the point of view 

of discouraging an attack on these areas, this might be quite enough even though 

America could not hold all those a1~as indefinitely against an all-out attack. Yet 

this would hardly satisfy the requirements of those who try ~o hold on to the be-

lief that there is no substitute for victory. 

It may be seen that the United States is thus faced right now with the choice 

between taking the grave risk involved in the use of atomic weapons in a local con-

flict and shouldering the economic burden of a large military establishment based 
right now 

on conventional arms, as well as giving up/"victory 11 as the main aim of armed re-

eistenco. 

Clearly, there is no substitute f0~ R pol~ticAl settlement. 
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But what should be t he guiding principle of a political settlement? Sho~ld we 

think in terms of setting up -- in the pursu:lt of security -- a rigid system of 

spheres of influence t~at would perpetuate the status quo? This, I believe, is 

almost certainly the w-.cong answer. Just as it is lmpossible for the individual to 

secure happj_ness by p~2rsuing happiness, so it might be impossible for the nations 

to ach~.2ve sec'..u:·:J. iiy by pur-suing se0urity. Could it be perchance that the nations 

might achieve se c~1r1ty by pursuing hF.ip'!_)iness? 

T.ffi~ DASIC APPRO~CH ~0 7HE PRC3IEM 

Is j t pws ible to r esolve the power con:::~ lict beJcween America and the Soviet 

Union and to cre e·i.:.e a sctt.:lng in whi ch the poss i bi:'.ity of Wfl.r could be :reganJ.ed as 

remote? What would be the natur e of an over-ell agreement that could accomplish 

this? find could such aYl as reement provide for the right kind of disarmament? 

It is futile to d:ls•.:..uss any disarmament propoeals without discussing al~) O some 

proposal for a poEti cal settle:.nen+., since the political settlement provides the 

framework within which the disarmament provioions must ope:.cate. We shall, therefore, 

describe further on the general principles of a political settlement, that may be 

In the absence of such a settlement the great powers might asree to some re-

duction of armanents, but sooner or later fighting woul~ break out some~here and if 

the great powers line up on the opposite sides, then disarmament will once more give 

way to rearmament. 

In the discussion t hat follows, I shall assume that a political settlement will 

go into effect before t~e implementations of any serious disarmament provisions may 

begin. 

But bef ore we can discuss any agreement whatsoever, it is necessary first to 

give an ansv•er to the standard quest ion: "Can Russia be trusted to keep an agree-

ment?" 

Neither the Soviet Union nor .America could be coerced to observe an acreement 

if they no longer want to keep it in operation. Therefore a far-reaching agr·eement 

will remain in operation only if it offers America and the Soviet Union and some of 

the other great powers involved strong and ~tinued incentives for keeping it in 

operation. In this sense, the agreement must be self-sustaining or else it cannot 

serve our purpose. What shall these incenti vee be? 
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Clearly for the agreement to be really attractive, it should provide military 

security for the nations involved, political security for their governments and eco-

nomic prosperity for their people. We shall try to indicate later on in what manner 

an agreement could secure such results for America, the Soviet Union and several of 

the other nations involved. 

In the discu8sion t~~~.~~lows we shall assume thet somehow we l~e eucceede~ 

in dev1 sing an 3reement ~hat 'both_ P.uss:l.a 3Ild the United States w_ant very much to k~~...E 

Basic for the general approach here presented is further the ass1m1ption that the 

agreement reserves both for America and the Soviet Union the right to abrogate l. t 

without cause either in toto or in part. There would be provided in the agreeue::.t a 

number of specific clauses of abrogation, differing in kind and degree and any of 

these could be invoked without cause either by the Soviet Union or America. A few 

other nations, perhaps all permanent members of the Security Council (this would then 

include Bri taii1 1 China ar.~d France) might r etain the right to abrogate, but no such 

right would be retained by the vast majority of nations. 

sol":...i._ti:-n of ~~!:_dif'f j_ cult;v:; it OI€nB up the possibility of concluding en agreement 

very fast, once the great powers reach a meeting of the minds on general intentions. 

Clearly , :i.n the existing circumstances both the Soviet Union and America want to make 

certain that there shall be no secret major evasions of the disarmament provisions of 

the agreement. But, if it were necessary to spell out in the agreement an inspection 

sy~+-em that will provide ironclad guarantees for every conceivable contingency which 

mig~Yt urise, the lawyers might take years to write such an agreement -- if indeed 

such an agreement can be -vrri tten at all. If, on the other hand, the agreement pro-

videe for the rignt to abrogate, then-- as will be seen -- it is not necessary to 

spell ou~ in the agreement the provisions of any particular system of inspection. 

If at any time after the agreement goes into effect the Soviet Union f .::t i~_fl to 

convince Amc: rica that thEre are no dangerous secret evasions taking place in her 

territory, and if America can obtain no satisfaction on this point, then America will 

have no choice but to invoke some of the specific abrocation clauses of the agreement. 

And as time goes on she might be forced to abrogate the agreement in toto. Therefore, 

if the Soviet Union wants to keep the agreement in force -- as we have assumed it is 

her interest to do -- she would want to dispel any .Alllerican suspicions of secret 
. 

evasions. The same holds true of course in the reverse also, as America would not 

want Russia to entertain such suspicions. The question that is really relevant in 

this setting may therefore be phrased -as follows: In "'hat Wf::Z_S .£~~-the Soviet Union 
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We are assuming here of cour8e, that the agreement has been entered into in good 

faith, i.e., that it hE's r.ot be.en entered into with the intent to abrogate it shortly 

after it has been signee!.. By mek:ing the "d.own payment" high enough we can ma!~e 

reasonably sure t hat this CJIJW.la.rt;~on ta jr.1 .. :ri>ified.. We shall dtrx~'18 t.blW pY"....n"'J nDV 1 

&.l.LY.J{s li:.' t.:-: t.':te q~lelltiao of wf'l.&tt k;w:i M~~i what degree of disarmament we have in mind, 

Dieam.ament ·ior:J-:.t~d -preaw.ably g 0 into effect in steps or stages, with all stages 

:1: , :: '~ oi' them 
agreed u:por, in ac.VE:...Tlce, B!'J.d./guing into effect according to a predeter:nined schedule. 

What should these stagea be and w~at should be the u.lt:mate state of arm~nts to-

werds which these steps are directed? 

There is no ~~ect r~letionship tetween the degree of disa~ament and the ~ta-

bility of peace. The political st:ttlement established is much more relevant ::.E this 

respect than the leYel at which arms nre maintained. Yet there are good r-easons why 

disa:rman:ent ought to be very far-reaching. \ve shall assume of course that the dis-

armament pr-ovisions are pert of a general ~reement that provides for a far-reachi:Jg 

political settlement. 

I propose to experi;nent here with the following general concepts: 

T'nere shall be a first period of disarmament o.uring which d1sarma'11.ent is carried 

very far in conventional weapons and rosy include all tactical heavy mobile e~uipment, 

but leave -che Strategic Air Force of the Soviet Union and the United Stat.)s end their 

bombs .~holly u!ltc~c..:~~· 

During this period Russia and the United States will remain unconquerable end no 

evasions of the ag!'eement would represent a vi tal threat to their security. This will 

mske it much easier for Russia and the United States to convince each other that there 

are no dar~erous evasions occurring in their territory; no secret manufa~ture of 

conventional weapons or any tactical weapor~ could vitally affect the security uf 

either the Sovlet Union or America during this period. 

In one sense this first period 1-l'ill be the most critical one. Even though a 

political settlement hes been reached, conflicts might ar~se out of differing inter-

pretations and in the absence of a 1'cormnon enemy" these conflicts might be insoluble. 

To some extent the HydroGen Bomb, if retained during this period, might play the role 
ir.g An 

of the "common enemy 11 and increase the willingness of the nations of -;.·c.~t..-/ accOl!IIllo
perhapa 

dation. This holds not only for America and tbe Soviet Union, but/ even Olluiffl so • 

:'or soo:te af the o~1er nations inVolved. 
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This first period of disarmament would be followed by a second period during 

which the bombs and also all means for their dell very would be eliminated; all manu-

facture of such equipment would stop at an early date. During this second period 

secret evasions might vitally threaten the security of both the United States and the 

Soviet Union. This may force both the United States and the Soviet Union to adopt 

novel, unusual and unprecedented measures for the sake of convincing each other that 

there are no secret evasionS taking place, and that there is no need to invoke any 

of the abrogation clauses. 

Throughout this second period the United States and the Soviet Union might still 

wish to continue the development of intercontinental ballistic missiles for fear that 
to completion 

the other might push the development/and acquire overwhelming advantages in case of an 

abrogation. 

The second period ends when all research and development directed at the creation 

of new weapons stops end all official secrecy surrounding this kind of activity is 

abandoned. 

In the final state of disarmament towards which the world would move in passing 

thro1J8h these two periods, there would be eliminated -- with insignificant exception 

to be discussed later -- all heavy mobile weapons, leaving free the manufacture 

of machine guns and defensive equipment, such as antiaircraft guns, short range 
also 

fighters, radar detection devices, 8Dd permitting/ b.lil t-in fortifications and heavy 

guns built into such fortifications. 

We shall examine later on what the consequence of such a state of affaire will 

be for the security of the various regions, always assuming, of course, that this 
dis-

state of/armaments exists in the world in which a fa~reaching political settlement 

has been reached by the great powers with the approval of the other nations involved. 

The question of disarmament is inseparable of that of the political settlement. 

This works both ways. If, for example, the state of disarmament here described were 

in fact adopted, the issue of whether United Germany shall be free to join NATO would 

evaporate. All that will be left might be the question of whether Germany should be 

free to choose between building a Maginot Line on her eastern frontier and building a 

Maginot Line on her weste1~ frontier -- assuming that she wants to go to the expense 

of building such a line at all. 

The First Period: 

Dur1I16 this period,disarmament in all heavy mobile equipment might be carried 

very fast step by step to almost complete disarm.azuent in these categories, with a few 

exceptions that. v.lll be diacu.ased.. later. 
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The very first step m:!.ght involve the phys~. cal destruction of three-fourth! of 

heavy guns, heavy tanks end other heavy mobile equip~nt needed in tactical warfare 

and all rumufacture of such equipment would atop at the same time~ There would be e 

corresponding reduct~on in the size of the ~~~ armies. 

Making this first step e very large one will serve e duel purpose. The first 

step represents then a "dovm paymsnt" so large that no nation will enter into the 

agreement with the intention of abrogating it shortly after it has been eigned. And 

it will provide at an early date a great reduction in the cost of manufacture of erma 

and the maintenance of highly mechanized armies. The ensuing economic benefit would 

be noticeable at once; it would provide a tangible incentive for the people to keep 

the agreement in force and it might contribute to the ]OUtical security of some of 

the governments affected. 

We do not need an elaborate inspection system to supervise the destruction of 

this equipment or the stoppage of its manufacture. Beth America and the Soviet Union, 

as well as other nations involved, can specity in advance what equipment is going to 

be destroyed when and where, and agents of all these nations could witness and certify 

their destruction. A few American agents installed in the Soviet factories where 

such equipn~ent has been heretofore manufactUI'ed, and a few Russian agents installed 

in the corresponding American factories could make sure that the manufacture of such 

equipment is not continued. 

Evasions are during this period, of course, physically posei ble. But we must, 

above all, ask ourselves what reasonable motivation would there be for such evasions. 

At this point, the Atomic Stalemate will still continue, and no hidden manufacture of 

tanks or guns could vi tally threaten either Jlmerice or the Soviet Union. Evasions 

would involve the risk of leading to an abrogation of the agreement which both the 

Soviet Union and America would want to avoid. Nor could evasions substantially affect 

the outcome of the war to ·,~·hich such an abrogation might lead~ And, since a poll tical 

settlement goes into effect at the same time when disarmament begins, there should be 

during this period no wars in any remote areas with Russia end America lining up on 

opposite sides. What then would be the motivation for secret evasions during this 

first period? 

Because of the development of intercontinental bombers which can refuel in air, 

the Strategic Air Forces of the Soviet Union and the United States will be in 110 need 

of air bases outside of their own territory any longer. It would seem, therefore, 

that during this first period of disarmament all outlying American Air Bases could be 

dismantled at an early. date without ~the capabil.!tha o£ the American Btre

~&ic- Ai.r Rorce .. 
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During the first period, there will be attained far-reaching disarmament, but 

the Strategic Air Forces of America and the Soviet Union will remain untouched. 

Therefore it will be essential to adopt some policy of measured response by the 

Strategic Air Forces to acts of "aggression" as well as to any limited {assumed or 

real) attack carried out by means of atomic bombs, in place of a vague policy of un
retaliation 

limited · / · in case of provocation. Such a policy of measured or limited re-

sponse must be clearly spelled out and be understood by all. 
elim~:nate 

This will aiso · / the danger that an all-out attack by the Strategic Air 

Forces of .America or of the Soviet Union might be triggered accidentally or by some 

third party -- maliciously. Bnt in addition, America and the Soviet Union should 

reach an unde retending on the instructions under which the!r Strategic .Air Forces 

will take off in response to an assumed impending attack. 

The Second Period: 

Naturally as long as Hydrogen Bomba and Strategic .Air Forces remain in existence 1 

an element of da~er will remain. Yet it would be inadviaable to set a fixed date in 

the agreement for the start of the second period, for the Strategic .Air Forces cannot 

be eliminated until the Soviet Union and .America are ready to do so. They should take 

this step as soon as they are ready to adopt the novel measures that are needed --

but not any sooner, lest mutuel suspicion lead to an abrogation of the agreeme r. ·· .. 

What are these novel measures and why are they needed? 

During this period bombs and air bases will be dismantled, equipment of the 

Strategic Air Forces will be destroyed and manufacture of such equipment will stop. 

Clearly it is not sufficient to eliminate bombs from the national armaments for 

the suspicion that bombs have been secretly hidden away would be difficult to dispell. 

Great emphasis must therefore be put on the control of the means of delivery. The 

measures needed to safeguard against secret evasions will depend on the amount of 

distrust remaining at the time when the second period begins. To be on the safe side, 

I shall assume that the present "unlimited distrust" will still largely prevail. If 

it does not, the task will be that much easier. 

During the second period of disarmament, the danger of an aerial attack against 

the Soviet Union or .Am?rica will disappear. b ·soviet tJnion. and .Amerioa ~!ld 

tbarefore be able to accept measures which they were unwilling to accept as long as 

this danger existed. 

Step by step as the Strategic .Air Forces ere dismantled and factories close down 

or are reconverted, a larger and larger area In .America end the Soviet Union might be 

opened up for . aerial survey to the other. The -purpoae or such a survey vould be to 
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detect equipment, factori es and installations end single them out for inspection if 

there is doubt as to their function. It is difficult to believe that such an aerial 

survey would be ac Geptab~ e to the Soviet Union prior to the time when the Strategic 

Air Forces are being dis:nantled or for any purpose other than to convince the United 

States once an agreement has been reached -- that the agreement ia not evaded. 

It would be a mistake to believe that aerial 1nspect:!.on alone is euf'ficient or 

that we can spell out in advance what has to be inspected and which of the manu

facturing activities will have to be regarded as dangerous. No one can foresee today 

what potent means of mess extermination might be available and would remain undetect

ed by specified acts of ir~pection. 

Assuming that en;:rth:tng like the present degree of distrust will still prev,...:tl, 

then the agreement will be in constant danger of abrogation as a result of ur.warrant-

ed suspicion unless America and tl~ Soviet Union -- recognizing the need to avoid 

. " ti " suspicion -- w1ll adopt a fresh attitude towards the whole problem of inspec on. 

It is well to remember that after the first World War there was an Inter-Allied 

Control Commission in Germany which had considerable difficulty in obtaining infor-

mation; i•or any German who gave them information about a secret evasion of the dis

armament provision of the Treaty of Versailles could be tried and convicted -- if 

discovered -- under the German Espionage Act which had never been revoked. Clear~, 

it is inconsistent to sign a treaty providing for disarmament and also to maintain en 

II i t" esp onege ac on the statute books and thus to prevent citizens from reporti::,:, vio-

lations of the Treaty. Because the Treaty of Versailles was imposed on Ge~.y, it is 

understandable that the German Government tried to evade it. 

But the agreement here discussed would come into being as the result of a meeting 

of the minds. It would be in the interest of the Soviet Union and of America to main-

tain the agreement in force and they can maintain it in force only if they em con

vince each other that it is not secretly evaded. It may be therefore understood that 

the Government of the Soviet Union and the Government of America would regard it es e 

pa·~riotic duty of every citizen to disclose evasions of the agreement. Only if this 

attituQ~ can in feet be achieved will it be possible to maintain the agreement in 

f orce in the long run. 

In a state of virtually complete disarmament, neither the United States nor the 

Soviet Union would have any defense secrete (other than perhaps research and develop

~nt secrets) left that have to be safeguarded. In these circumstances perhaps the 

sirupleet way for America ru1d the Soviet Union to convince each other that there ere 

no secret evao~. on.~ Yould be to permit each other · to maintain spies 1n .each otb..:;r's 

~:-:-ritor;y on whom "'.;.he;_; . f'eel they can .rely. 
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This may sound odd. But, unless Russia and the United States can convince each 

other that there are no secret evasions, sooner or later one of them will begin to 

suspect that atomic bombs or hydrogen bombs ~ produced 

in one place or another in the vast territory covered by Russia or Pmerica. Then 

there will be no other course than to invoke one abrogation clause after another. 

Pretty soon the arms race would be on again and we would end up in the same unsatis-

factory state in which we find ourselves today-- if not worse. Actually, tolerating 

spies might turn out to be the only reliable means to keep the others from having 

unwarranted suspicions of secret evasions. 

America would want her spies in Russia to be Russians who can go about unobtru-

sively in the Russian territory. Those who do not want to be regarded as spies might 

be designated as "plainclothes agents whose identity is not known to the Government." 

These "agents" would carry a badge end in the setting which we are discussing here (a 

setting which is admittedly difficult to visualize while we are still living in a cold 

war atmosphere) it would be understood that American agents would be immune from arrest. 

If the Soviet Government were to arrest any of these agents when their identity is 

discovered, then it would become so difficult for America to recruit agents that she 

might have to abrogate. Similarly, if the Russian Government arrested Russian citizens 

who gave information to American agents, these agents would be unable to collect in-

formation, and America might be forced to abrogate. It is therefore not in the in• 

terest of Russia to do any of these things. Of course, once the Russians discover 

the identity of one of the American agents, his usefulness has ended, and unless he 

can find some other satisfactory w~ of earning a living, he would have to elect to 

leave Russia. At that point, he would become America's headache end not the headache 

of the Russian Government. 

Of course, ell this is true in the reverse also, and America would have to 

tolerate agents of the Soviet Union. 

The presence of American agents in Russian territory will hardly be acceptable to 

the Soviet Government unless America can somehow convince the Soviet Government that 
e 

her agents are merely spied and that they are not trying secretly to organizf/ politi-

cal conspiracy that could become dangerous to the Soviet Government. In order to 

convince the Soviet Government on this point, America might have to facilitate spying 

on her agents by the Russian Government. If the Russian Government can discover each 

year the identity of e sufficient number of American agents, put them under surveill-

ance, and observe their activities unbeknown to them, then the Soviet Government can 

convince he rae lf that these agents ere indeed mere 1y "sp1ee. " If this can be done, 

the Soviet Government would have no reason - no retianal reeson e:.t J..east - -to object 
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During this second period of disarmament, there might still be fear that an abro

gation might leave either America or the Soviet Union in a vastly inferior position. 

This could occur, for instance, if at the time of abrogation, one af these countries 

had completed the development of intercontinental ballistic missiles whereas the other 

had not. For this reason, it is conceivable tha·:. both the Soviet Union and the United 

states should want to continue weapona research and. development throughout the second 

disarmament period. Their research and development secrete {which might includ~ the 

construction of a variety af atomic and hydrogen bombs) ~ld be very well safeguarded 

during this period in the same way in which industrial secreta ere usually safeguarded. 

The ordinary spy is not capable of penetrating into this kind of secret; it takes a 

"traitor" to divulge them. 

The second disarmament period reaches its end when the Soviet Union and Pmerica 

will atop ~eapona research and d~velopment and at this point new possibilities will 

open up for making progress toward a real world community. 

The Princ1:.Ele of Com·eens~~: 

Some of the measures here proposed and others necessary to create en orderly 

world will be political)~ unacceptable unless it is possible to compensate vested in

terests who would suffer losses or forego profits if these measures were adopted. 

After the first World War, the issue of whether or not the Germans should build 

battle~hips became a hot political issue in Germany which affected the outcome of 

elections to the Reichsteg. Under the Treaty of Versailles, Germany was not 1~.:.~

mitted to build large battleships but was free to build cruisers up to 10,000 tons. 

After one such cruiser had been built, the question of whether Germany should go on 

building fU--rther cruisers became a political issue. The German Navy fought hard for 

these cruisers. I lived in Germany at that time, but I didn't understand whet was 

going on until I had occeaion to discuss the issue with en Admiral of the German Navy. 

When I asked him if he thought the possession of such cruisers would make any real 

difference in a war in which Germany and England fought on opposite sides, he said to 

me: "You do not understand. If we can't have capital ships, the whole promotion 

system of the German Navy will be in jeopardy." 

From the point of view of the national interests involved, there ought to be 

dr9stic shrinkage of the military establishments during the first period of diaarme

m3n~. ~his might meet with irresistible political opposition in America and perhaps 

ul.s) in the 3oviet Union unless the :;!rinciple of Compensation » applied to this 

p:-o·bJ..em, as well. as to soma of' the otl:er problema which will arise during this period. 
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All those who "'ould be adverse 1y affected by measures provided for in the agree-

zoont ought to be emply comperJ:JfiteC, in every nation affected, not only for losses they 

might suffer, but e J.eo for p;.•.:;fits wllich they might forego. 

All personnel of "t!le u~u ted States Armed. Forces, for instance, who may be re-

tired because of the sb?.' 1::.J.kage of the military establishment ousht to be compensated 

by an increase of per:i1a ;>3 20 per cent in their retirement pay end in addition, reim-

bursed fo~ Fede~al incone tax payable on their full retirement pay. 

For a lim! ted pe~i e;6. of time, say for five years, compensation for profits which 

they will forego sl1o"J Ld. be paid elso to erma manufacturers, many of whom may have to 

reconvert to the manufacture of other goode. And comper .. ':lation ought to be paid also 

to Labor in order to facilitate relocation and retraining. 

Compensation for 10F;~~es, and even worse for profits ttat corporations will fore-

go, would su~ject Co1~ress to irresistible pressure from various interests if the 

compensation vere psid by the · ~over~nts> @In!! the very principle of com-
t!lerefore 

pensation paid by the Governments might/be etrenuouely opposed by Congress. 

Com,ansation could, however, be paid out of an International~und set up for the 
und 

purpose/, according to rules set forth in its charter. The ordinary zoothods of bring-

1ng political pressure on Congress would not be applicable to this ~und and if Amer-

ican rressure groupe should succeed in devising new methods of exerting p~~ssure, 

at worst a somewhat bigeer slice of compensation would fall to America's share. 

'I'he possib111 ty of paying compensation might be essential also for making tariff 

rec.u.~tiorLS politic ally ~r:ceptable. Again compensation would have to be paid both to 

ma."1.ufecturers who forego profits, and to Labor for relocation and retraining. M 

compensation paid to manufacturers need not amount to more then about 10 per cent of 

the <:1ctual increase in import volume that results from the tariff cut, since t ··.1a 

amount would presumably about equal the loss in profit. 

If provisions were made to pay adequate compensation to those who forego profits 
a 

because of tariff cuts, Western Europe might move very fast toward/customs union. 

From the ensuing increase in trade end prosperity in Western Europe, the Soviet Union 

could derive greet benefits once East-West trade gets under way. 

The principle of compensation might also be essential for permitting the liber
the 

ation of each colony at the appropriate time, for which /general political settlement 

may have to provide. Only very few colonies are profitable to the nations that hold 

them, but many colonies are profitable to certain groups of investors within those 

nations. In order to make the liberation of those colonies 

poll ticelly acceptable, the agreement should provide tar paying of ample compensation 
by the Fund 

/to those whose ir.tcnsta v:tl l be ac:re:cMly e:f'f'"'ct&d. by the liberation of .any one col-

C:->.y, 
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Arms Coat end Economic Prosperity: 

In the Soviet Union the population of the cities has risen from 27,000,000 in 

1927 to about 8o,ooo,ooo. Further rapid increase in the economic prosperity of the 

Soviet Union is possible only if the urban population will continue to increase at a 

feat rete. Today twenty or twenty-five per cent of the Soviet Union's national in

come is invested each yeer, ~t much of it is invested in facilities for arms pro

duction. Moreover, fifteen per cent perhaps of the Soviet Union's national income is 

currently spent for the production of arms and the maintenance of an increasingly 

mechanized Army. 

The kind of disarmament which would permit the Soviet Union to reduce arms cost 

at an early date to the point where she could invest for the next ten years say 

thirty per cent of her national income in a productive manner would permit the Soviet 

Union to increase the tare-home pay of the workers about ten per cent each year for 

the next ten years and an equally rapid increase in the standard of living of the 

rural population. The stenderd of living of the Russian people could double in seven 

to eig}lt years. Clearly, such rapid and sustained increase in prosperity would con

tribute to the political security of the Government in the Soviet Union. 

In the absence of a political settlement, the United States might have to spend 

in the next decade 46 billion dollars per year for direct military expendituree, for 

plant dispersal and above ell for effective measures of civilian defense. If the Unitec 

States can divert this amount into the right channels, then the American people could 

enjoy ~at benefits, depending on the channels into which the resources thus liber

ated would be directed. There is e political decision involved here which will be 

difficult to reach in America, and, in this respect, things ere not going to be quite 

as simple for the United States es they might be for the Soviet Union. 

The Federal Government could, for instance maintain a high level of taxation and 

just disburse $46,ooo,ooo,ooo each year by mailing every family each year a check for 

$1,000.00 with the urgent request to please spend it. There are, of course, less un

orthodox ways for achieving approximately the same result. -

For the United States there are essentially three basic solutions: 

A. America can increase its civilian comsumption; 

B. Consumption can be maintained and there could be a major increase in leisure. 

Leisure could take the form of, for instance, two months of additional paid 

vacations for everybody; 

C. America could export capital or purchase services abroad. Or she could give 

mttleY away either in the form o£ foreign aid err in the fcrm of payments to 
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certain internat1onal funds. 

Any number of combinations of these three possibilities, could of course be also 

dhoeen: 

For instance, extended paid vacations could lead to e major expansion of the re-

sort industries and traoeportation facilities so that we might ha~ a combination af 

increased consumption and increased leisure. Or, if arrangements were made to ~ake it 

easy for a large number of vacationers to spend their vacations abroad, then we would 

have a combination of increased leisure and the purchase of services abroad. 

In the absence of a political settlement, many of the nations would spend ten 

per cent of their national income on their military establishments. A political 

settlement, making it possible to disarm in the right manner, would enable these 

nations to invest this much each year, with the result that their standard of living 

could rise an additional three per cent per annum. Their standard of living would 

thus double every twenty-five years due to saving on arms expenditure alone. 

POLITICAL SETTlEMENT 

During the last war Wendell Willkie urged again and again that the United States 

should reach a post-war settlement with the Soviet Union while the war was still on 

and these two countries had a common enem;y. Had that been done, the world would be a 

<lifferent place today. 

To some extent the Hydrogen Bomb may be regarded as a coim!lon enem;y of all r. ations. 

It would seem necessary noW to reach a far-reaching political settlement that will 

aiso provide for disarmament rather than to disarm and eliminate the Strategic Air 

Forces and the bombs and then try to negotiate about each conflict subsequently as it 

arises. 

Moat, if not all, of the major conflicts that may arise in the next 50 years are 

foreseeable. If they are not disposed of in the agreement in one way or another, and 

are left to negotiations at the time when they become acute, they will be negotiated 
of the 

under the threat of abrogation by one or the other/great powers involved and in the 

end they might lead to such an abrogation. Many issues can of course not be settled 

now in the sense that the settlement could be implemented today. But they can and 

must be settled in principle even though a far distant date may have to be set for 

their implementation. 

There is no hope that America and the Soviet Union could arrive at an agreement 

that would provide for a procedure for the settlement of future conflicts. It would 

be much easier for them to agree on what the ~ should be in any one particular case 

'than to asree on ~ the ltnls .should be tnP.:le . P<!rhapQ the e.gnteJDent to be vri tten 
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should be a "50-year plan" that will make provisions for gradual changes in antici

pation of the foreseeable issues that will become acute and that will have to be met 

one after the other. 

This agreement cannot be a peace treaty in the ordinary sense of the word. It 

has to do more than postpone the war and thus has a problem to solve which has never 

been solved before. 

Spheres of Influence~ Yes and No ; The Principle of Predetermined Gradualism: 

Some of the old devices used in foreign policy may have to be used again, but 

they will have to be used with modificatior&. 

After the second World \var England and Russia tentatively reached an BgrE; E:ment 

providing for Rumania to be in the Russian sphere of influence and for Greece to be 

in the British sphere. President Roosevelt found the principle objectionable and 

therefore the agreement was not put into effect. Soon thereafter fighting started in 

Greece. 

Reaching an agreement on spheres of influence is an old device in foreign policy 

which has not entirely lost its usefulness and within limits may be used again. We 

might have to agree on spheres of influence for a limited period of time, but we will 

have to attach a time schedule for the liberation of one area after another from 

"influence." A new device 1 the device of predetennined gradualism may be applied to 

this problem. 

The framework for a general time schedule for the liberation of all areas, which 

are now under foreign domination, might be set by Great Britain. One might start out 

by asking Great Britain to submit a schedule stating for each colony at what date 

British power will be withdrawn from that colony. It is less important for a colony 

whether it may look forward to ita liberation in 25, 50 or even 75 years than 

it is to be able to look forward with certainty to the date at which they 

will be liberated and t.o 1M .ebJ.e .:64·. build. up a civil service that will pro-

vide them with a governmental machinery that is capable of taking over. 

The British know very well that they cannot keep their colonies forever. The 

earlier the date they are able to set for the liberation of any one colony, the less 

trouble they will have with the native population. People will fight for the abstract 

concept of freedom with great fervor but few people are willing to die for something 

that they know will come to peas within the foreseeable future -- whether they die 

for it or not. 

Such a British sched..!lle w1.1J .mAke. :1t Qaaier to fix ~or all other dependent areas 

deteo for their J.iberetion. 
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It is conceivable that by the time an over··all agreement is reached there will 
and 

be no Soviet troops left in Rumania, Bulgaria, Poland, Czechoslovakia,/Hungary. 

This does not mean that these countries will 

revert to a parliamentary from of democracy or that they will change their govern-

menta or that their governments will fall under American influence. But once a 

country is free from occupation and does not have to fear that it may be reoccupied 

any day, it is essential~y in the same situation as most of the countries which are 

not economically self-sufficient and depend on the cooperation and good will of one 

of the great powers. The governments of these powers may be sovereign, 

but they are not free. This situation will change only slowly as a world community 

will gradually be developed. 

Germany: 

That the over-all agreement must set up a united Germany is, I believe, a fore-

gone conclusion. If disarmament goes as far as we have indicated it might go, and if 

machine guns are essentially the only mobile weapons available in unlimited quantity 

to the national governmen~e in Europe, the issue of whether or not Germany should be 

neutral or be permitted to form alliances will be void of any tangible meaning and 

will be no obstacle to the unification of Germany. But what shall be done about the 

Eastern frontiers of Germany? 

Clearly the political settlement which we are discussing will be satisfac tory 

only if it eliminates the foreseeable causes of conflicts before those conflicts be-

come acute. The issue of the Eastern frontier of Germany is almost certainly one on 

which sooner or later the whole German nation, without difference of party affiliation, 

will unite, and it would seem wise to dispose of this issue. Here the principle of 

predetermined gradualism Lrlght be applied. The over-all agreement could provide that 

Germany would obtain from Poland each year a 2-mile strip beyond the Oder-Neissa line 

until Germany has reacquired her pre-war territory in the East. Similarly, PQland 

might acquire a 2-mile strip each year on her Eastern frontier from the Ukraine so 

that she gains as much territory as she loses to Germany. Because these changes ere 

slow, it should be possible to make available a very lerge sum for the relocation of 
two 

each family that moves ou~ of these/zones. The compensation may be set so high as to 

make the population desirous to move even before the scheduled time and to make the 

volved. 
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The Remaining Controversial Issues: 

The most acute contr·oversial issues, such as Formosa, Korea and Indo-Chine are 

products o~ the cold war. Once a new setting is created in which a major war is un-

likely to occur, the great powers need not be concerned just how these issues are 

settled, provided only that they are settled one w~ or another. The ~ortunate 

people who happen to live in these areas m~ of course be vitally affected by tne 

settlemant and I do not know in what way their reel inter0sts should be taken into 

account. The wishes they might express in en election might have some relation to 

their real interests, or they might not. 

lrr.L~~ve Stu~y Needed: 

The problems involved in a general political settlement that is supposed to last 

50 years will have to be very carefully thought through. That new political devices 

will be needed to make the necessary changes politically acceptable can hardly be 

doubted. The type o~ settlement here envisaged has not been sketched here in suffi-

cient detail to indicate the areas in which these new political devices may have to 

operate. 

The settlement must lead to, and be instrumental in ,creating an ordered 

world community. And only if a clear image of the functioning of such a world com-

munity can be presented can different political settlements that may be proposed be 

judged on their merits. 

Depending on the type of settlement envisaged, the question of enforcement 

against nations who have no right to abrogate might haTe greater or lesser importance . 

If the settlement seta up rigi4 spheres of influence and if it is believed that the 
and strengthen 

great powers would be able to maintain/their influence, enforcemant might not repre-

sent an urgent problem. Even if disarmament goes very far the great powers vould 

still have enough arms left to keep order within their orbits. 

But if the agreement provides for gradual withdrawal of influence and the gradual 

dissolution of the spheres of influence, then we have a very different situation. 

iJ.hen atomic energy will be widely used for power production then if no enforceble pro-

visions are made to the contrary, a number of smaller nations will end up with atomic 

bombs in their ~1:!1 whether through open defiance or through secret evasion of 

the agreement. Thus we ere more or lese forced to face the issue of enforcement. 

Enfo:r.cement: 

The question of enforcing disarmament provisions cannot arise with respect to 

any nation who has the right to abrogate. But whet about other natialS? When is en-

forceuent needed and how could it be sccoutPlished'l 
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Whet if one of the industrial nations who has no right to abrogate should arrest 

international inspectors or agents of any of the nations who have the right to abro

gate, end there is suspicion that illicit manufacture of atomic bombs or means for 

their delivery has been started, or is about to start? Then clearly measures of en

forcement will have to go into aetion, or else nations who have the right to abrogate 

will be forced -to ebrogetz . 

How shall enforcement take place in such a situation? Not by sanction against 

the offending nation, nor by war against the offending nation, but rather by arrest

ing the officials personally responsible for the evasions. 

How can such an erreat be effected end whet organization should be responsible? 

It seems to me better to avoid the setting up of a centralized internatio~~ l 

police force. Instead 1 in a few areas of the world -- to begin with perhaps in 

Europe 1 in Japan, in Brazil end Argentina -- there should be set up in each area a 

regional police force. Each such police force would be under the control of perhepa 

seven to eleven nations selected with the concurrence of the nations of the region 

end specifically named in the over-ell agreement. The nations who have the right to 

abrogate would not be members of eny of these regional organizations. The members 

should be rather selected with a view to allay the fear that the regional police might 

intervene in the internal affairs of any of the nations in the region. 

The only function of the regional ~ice force would be to at~st officials of a 

national government in the region, wham they hold responsible for dangerous evasions 

or violations of the agreement. In order to be able to do this, the regional police 

force must be more heavily armed then the police forces of any of the nations in the 

region so as to make sure that no national police force will be able to interfere with 

their operations. Could the regional police force be relied upon to take action if 

there are dangerous evasions? 

Such evasions would presumably threaten the security of the member nations them

selves who control the regional police force, end therefore it would seem likely that 

these nations could be relied on to take action for this reason alone. But they ere 

likely to take action in any case for another reason: The majority of the member 

nations would want to keep the agreement in force, and if they· permitted secret 

evasions to occur and to continue in their region, one of the greet powers who hes the 

right to abrogate would pretty soon be forced to abrogate. 

Will the regional police forces safeguard the peace within the region? What will 

happen if one nation in the region sends her forces armed with machine guns (we assume 

no other weapons ere available at this stage of disarmament, to any national govern

ment) across the frontiers of enother neighbor:L-:.3 nation within the same region? 
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In such a case, the regional police might intervene. But the decision to do so 

would rest with the nations which control it, which would presumably include many of 

the nations of the region. Since this kind of aggression might not endanger any of 

the great powers who have the right to abrogate and who might be geographically remote 

from the area of the conflict, there may be no reel pressure for such intervention fro~'l 

any of the great pO"..rers. Thus, the regional police forces do not represent a !.£2.!

proof system of security. This defect might be mitigated perhaps by the proper se

lection for each region of the member nations for the control of the regional police 

force. 

The regional police forces could not be counted upon to intervene in favor of 

established government in case of a revolution. Therefore the established govern

ments that exist today end that rely heavily on the possession of tanks and guns in 

order to keep themselves in office might be reluctant to give up these weapons within 

the general framework of universal disarmament. This might, for instance, hold for 

Iran or Egypt and a number of other nations within the American sphere of influence. 

The problem might be solved by permitting these governments to retain these heavier 

arms, enough to protect them from their own population but not enough to resist the 

regional police. For how long shall they be permitted to retain these arms? Is 25 

years enoUBh? 

In the long run, the general effect of this a~ of security will be to make 

revolutions easier. This is perhaps not wholly desirable, but probably not prevent

able. Presumably the revolutionists will have no difficulty in obtaining all the 

machine guns they went and the established government will presumably be in possession 

of all the machine guns it can use • The outcome of the fighting, with machine guns 

plentiful on both aides, will presumably be determined by the organization and deter

mination of the two fighting factions. The revolutionists might be Communists and they 

might be victorious, but this does not mean that the victorious government would neces

sarily be subservient to the Soviet Union or that it would remain subservient for long. 

In any case, the outcome of such revolutions has no bearing on the Soviet-American 

power balance in any meaningful sense in the age of the Atomic Stalemate. 

Can a better security system be devised that might be acceptable in the near 

future to both America and the Soviet Union, than the one here described? This point 

would seem to deserve a thorough inquiry. 

Conquests Without War: 

Nothing so far said will, of course, prevent subversion. Just what is subversion? 

In the setting of the cold war, both America and the Soviet Union were eager to have, 

wherever possible, goverr~nts in office that would be subservient to them. 
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Subversion may be defined as the action of a nation that helps to bring about a change 

of government in another nation for the purpose of bringing into office a gove1rment 

that is subservient to the former, or at least not subservient to someone else. In 

this sense, one mB.Y say that the United States or Great Britain "subverted" Iran, 

which has now a government based on the support of the Army equipped with American 

tab11s and guns. For us here the most relevant point about subversion is that both 

parties can play at this game. 

It is not a good game from the point of view of the native populations. It 

would seem likely that if there is an ove~all political settlement both America end 

the Soviet Union will be leas interested in playing this game then they are today. 

But this point calls for a closer examination than I am able to provide at this time. 

The problem would be far lees troublesome if it were possible to establish stable 

native governments in underdeveloped areas. Unfortunately here we have come up 

against an unsolved problem that calla for a set of political inventions. 

The parliamentary form of democracy is not suited for the self-government of 

undeveloped countries. There is little doubt that other forms of government could be 

devised which would be no lees democratic 1 in any meaningful sense of the word, then 

the parliamentary form of democracy. And they could be fer more suitable for unde

veloped countries. Intellectual leadership in the West has been grossly remiss in 

neglecting this problem. As it is, there is 8 scarcity of ideas which makes practical 

experimentation impossible at present. But, if ideas were developed, as they certain

ly could be developed, and if Great Britain intends to give independence to some of 

her colonies within the next 25 years, those colonies could be used for cautious 

experimentation with idees in this field. 

Interdependence end Political Organization: 

I have stressed the need for political inventions so much that I ought to give 

perhaps en example of 8 ccncrete political invention designed to solve a concrete 

political problem. 

During the next 50 years the world will have to make progress from a setting in 

which war is unlikely toward an organized world community in which the waging of war 

will be impossible. The concept of creatins some supernatural authority, in Europe 

first and later perhaps on a world scale is familiar to most people. The need ul

timately to have a world government is frequently discussed even though it is not 

quite clear just what the functions of such a "government" should be. 

If we wanted to move in a straight line towards some supernatural authority that 

will limit the sovereignty of the individual nations, ~ would have to sail against 
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the wind. Sailing against the wind mey be possible, as everybody lmows, but it re-

quires taking an oblique app1·oach. Is there such an approach toward9 a political 

organization that will re"f'lect the interdependence of the nations? 

The regions of the world where the interdepecdence of the nations is greatest 

today is in Europe. What the Gernan Gove!'P.men.t does effects all her neighbors and 

what the French GoverP...mea:li does affects all her neighbors. Yet this interdependence 
toiay 

which exists in effect is r.ot reflected/in the political organization of Europe. 

Delegating bits of national eove~eignty to some sup..~net:i.onel European authority is 

comparable to sailif'..g straight against the wind which is not possible et ell. \of.aet 

wculd be the oblique approach? 

When e un~ ted Ge:cmany is created and Germany is about to decid.e on a cunsti tution 

perhaps the German Consti~utionBl Assembly could be persuaded to taka the leai in this 

respect. Germany could reserve a number of seats in the German Parliament (to which 

the German Government will be responsible) for dalega~ea from parliaments of the 

neighboring nations, who would be full members. The num~r of these foreign dele-

gates could be initially quite snsll and increase slowly according to e fixed time 

ec~~s 30 per cent of the total membership of the Gei'!llen parliament 

--;;;: ~~~'1 about ~5 __ ye~~ 
Within a fixed num~er of years, the French, the Dutch, the Belgian, the D&'"les, 

etc. would have to ad.opt tJ~_rnilar provisions or else those nations among them who fail 

to do so would lose thei:L · -~presentation in the German Parliament. 

What would be the result of this kind of political organization of Europe? I 

cannot spell this out in detail, but this much is clear: The governments l'Tould re-

main "sovereign" just as the administration of two corporations which happen to .,a 

controlled by the same shareholders are "independent." Yet if the same shareholder 

group controJ2 both corporations, a merger could be accomplished any day when the 

shareholders decide upon it. 
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World Income Tax and Constitutional Amendments: 

I may have been the first to propose -- in an article that appeared in May 1947 

in the Saturday Review of Literature -- that if disarmament can be established through 

an international arrangerc..ents, nations may make annual contributions to an Inter

national Agency that wou~d use these funds for developing the lesser industrialized 

nations. In the article I suggested that the contribution of the United States might 

be 7 to 15 billion dollars depending on the economic situation, and be lower during 

booms and higher during recessions. It seems that today there is general acceptance 

for the idee of using savings thot result from the hoped for arms reduction for the 

industrial development of underdeveloped nations. 

If this thought is taken seriously at ell, one might think of implementing it by 

setting up a world income tax which would be contributed to by all nations, depending 

on the economic standard they have reached. In the United States for inStance, the 

Government could collect a contribution to the world income tax along with the Federal 

income tax. The contribution towards the world income tax should have a very high 

personal exemption and a flat rete. The contribution of the other nations might be 

raised in a different manner, but should be computed on the basis of the same exempt

ion (based on the per capita national income) and represent the same flat rate above 

the exempt level. 

This end many other measures that might be provided for in the agreement under 

discussion, might make it necessary to pass Constitutional Amendments concomitant 

with ratification of the aGreement. It is not easy to pass e Constitutional Amend

ment in .America. But two Amendments that were passed within this century established 

prohibition end repealed prohibition. I seriously doubt that perennial peace can be 

obtained at a lesser price then we were willing to pay for regulating the drinking 

habits of people. And if we only live under the threat of the Hydrogen bomb long 

enough to understand whet that threat means, we mght b& Willing to pay this much of 

a price. 
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